Mark Your Calendar for NMDPD 2014!

Come celebrate the 10th International Congress on Non-Motor Dysfunctions in Parkinson’s Disease and Related Disorders (NMDPD 2014) from December 4-7, 2014 in Nice, France.

Under its new title, a true reflection of the goals and exploration of this essential field, NMDPD 2014 will build on the success of previous events by presenting the strongest scientific program yet.

Join colleagues from around the globe to honor and continue 10 years of tradition in collaboration and discovery born out of this rapidly-growing event.

Share the opportunity to take part in NMDPD 2014 with your colleagues and friends! Forward this email to those who might be interested in attending or use our customized tell a friend form.

Visit the congress website to stay updated on important information and deadlines.

WWW.KENES.COM/NMDPD

We look forward to welcoming you to Nice!